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REMOTE MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM
RMS Teltonika Networks Remote Management System (RMS) is an all-in-one user-friendly 

IoT platform providing a smart way to stay on top of your whole connected solution 
completely remotely, securely, and reliably. To fit the requirements of different user 
profiles, we offer various functionalities of RMS available separately, so you may 
choose only what your business needs and save on costs. 

MANAGEMENT

API

CONNECT

RMS MANAGEMENT gives you full control over your fleet of Teltonika 
Networks routers and gateways, ensuring their security and availability. 
RMS offers many features to save your time and expenses while managing 
everything remotely – even without a public IP!

RMS CONNECT is a unified access system, which allows you to reach and control smart devices 
remotely via RMS. If your PLC, Industrial PC, CCTV camera, Point of Sale system or other 
intelligent device is reachable by one of RMS compatible routers or gateways, you can access it 
with RMS CONNECT without a public IP or additional VPN services!

VPN We know how excruciating it may be to manage large-scale networks containing various devices. We designed RMS VPN 
to offer the easiest way of setting up VPN connections to your whole infrastructure. Now you may remotely, simply, and 
securely reach multiple endpoints at the same time without the need to worry about configuring different protocols or 
setting up dedicated VPN servers. RMS will take care of all of this for you!

What could be more efficient than having a single software system for your whole connected solution infrastructure? With 
our RMS API you can get just that! RMS API allows your IoT Platform to directly interact with RMS and get the exact data and 
functionality you need. Just like with other RMS services we want to give you full control of your solution and RMS API brings 
that to another level!
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SECURITY Security is the top priority for all Teltonika Networks products, and our Remote Management System 
(RMS) is no exception. RMS is a cloud-based platform used by thousands of businesses globally every 
day. The system runs on AWS – arguably the safest cloud available today while our routers and gateways 
communicate with the RMS platform via TLS protected MQTT protocol. Encrypted communication & 
two-way authentication ensures that no one will be able to gain unauthorized access to your RMS data!

PRICING You may unlock different RMS services with RMS credits acquired from us or any of our RMS 
resellers. We offer a free 30-day trial for every new device so you can try RMS Management free of 
charge for one month! Alternatively, just get in touch and we will find the best pricing option for you.
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